Development Bundles

Development Bundles are Archose Systems’ way of promoting continual development and growth for
your organization. These bundles provide a convenient and cost effective method to build upon existing Archose
applications or assist with the cost of a new project.
How It Works
To enable your organization to be a phone call away from new ideas, simply choose a Development
Bundle from the list below and notify your dedicated Archose Solutions Architect. The bundle will be added to an
existing invoice or simply billed separately. The development time provided by your Bundle will then be added
to your development pool. Purchasing multiple bundles simply adds time to your development pool. Don’t worry,
we’ll keep track of how much development time you have. To utilize your development time, simply:
1. Contact your dedicated Archose Solutions Architect.
2. Your Solutions Architect will provide the number of development hours that will be needed.
3. Conﬁrm development time.
4. Archose delivers.
What You Get
When purchasing a Development Bundle, you provide instant access to Archose Systems’ development
services at a discounted rate. Compare the Current Rate with the Cost Per Hour provided by a Development
Bundle and see the savings. Also, the time purchased with your Development Bundle is fully transferable between
projects and never expires! Have a new project that is going to take thirty hours to complete? If you have time left
in your development pool, Archose will apply it to the new project!
Choose A Bundle
We know your organization’s needs change and we want to be there to help your systems adapt. So
choose from our cost effective Development Bundles below.
Development Time Cost Per Hour Bundle Price
5 hours
15 hours
25 hours

$31.60
$28
$24.52

$158
$420
$613

Savings
10%
20%
30%

Current Rate
$35/hour

Restrictions
As mentioned above, Development Bundles provide a cost effective means of continuing development
for existing projects. We will allow up to 20% of a new, unrelated project to be funded via an existing
development pool. It is at Archose System’s sole discretion for a project to be deemed new and unrelated to
existing projects.
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